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The last time we looked at what Nehemiah was up to, he and his coworkers had finished the
wall in Jerusalem — quite a feat based on the obstacles he faced.

This past Sunday we embarked on chapter 7 — but there are SIX more chapters left in the book
of Nehemiah. What could possibly top finishing the Jerusalem wall?

Pastor Scott got us ready for the rest of the book by letting us know that not only is Nehemiah's
story a unique look at the character of God, but also it shows us how we all can successfully
transition from one important spiritual task to the next. And we do that by SOLIDIFYING the
things God has taught us, and then PRAYING that the Lord will guide us to what he has for us
next.

So, what does Nehemiah do after building he wall? He establishes — first of all —
"gatekeepers" (v. 1) or guards for it. The wall is done, and now he needs people to make sure it
stays up and isn't breached or damaged by the enemy. It's the same for us! When the Lord
brings us through a task or mission in our lives, it's up to us to guard our hearts and minds from
anything that would hamper or take away from what we've learned.

Also, Pastor Scott let us know that it doesn't matter what lesson we've learned or the kind of
season we've gone through. Sure it could be a triumph like building the Jerusalem wall ... or
even getting a new job or a new house. But that's no one's 24/7 reality. Maybe you've lost your
job, maybe you can't afford to move, maybe a relationship blew up in your face, or maybe your
children are sick or suffering. As hard as it can sometimes be to imagine it when times are hard,
God is still working in your life. No, it probably doesn't feel good, and you want the hardships to
end as quickly as possible. But when you are able, try asking the Lord not only to be merciful to
you in your suffering, but also to reveal to you what he's teaching you through it. Maybe he's
showing you how to trust in him more readily, maybe he's preparing you to help someone else
down the road in a similar hardship. So then, again, we SOLIDIFY what God is showing us and
act as a gatekeeper for those revelations, regardless of whether they are triumphs or trials.

Next Nehemiah established singers and levites for worship (v. 1), and we know worship is
essential because it reinforces the fact that God is infinitely bigger than us, and we are
microscopically smaller than him. We need him, and he's given us all we have in this life. But
Pastor Scott also pointed out that levitical worship is not just for the Sabbath day (or Sunday



mornings, in our case); rather It's for every day. In fact, worship in Jewish culture is a way of life;
it's integrated into life's fabric like the threads of a fine garment. How can we live any differently?

Nehemiah in verse 2 adds, "I gave my brother Hanani and Hananiah the governor of the castle
charge over Jerusalem, for he was a more faithful and God-fearing man than many." Pastor
Scott explained that the idea of fearing God is healthy when we remain in the tension that he
loves us — but also come back to that worship attitude, that God is also huge and powerful and
not to be trifled with or taken for granted. Let us approach the Lord and instead of asking him to
give us "stuff" ask him to show us how we can fit into his plans!

Finally in verses 3 and 4, we see Nehemiah shifting his focus to his new mission. He already
worked on the wall ... now he will focus on the people around him. Verse 5 reads, "Then my God
put it into my heart to assemble the nobles and the officials and the people to be enrolled by
genealogy." While reading the rest of the names in this chapter — and there are a LOT of them
— may not seem spiritually interesting, they represent a truth we cannot deny: God is interested
in every one of us! He knows us all by name, and he has a plan and mission for each of us.
What is God putting in your heart today? Let us be sensitive to where the Lord is leading us.

At the end of chapter 7 is a different list, and it details the how the people gave financially to
support the work before them — and the principle here is no different for us: We must do
likewise. "When God is working, people like to give," Pastor Scott told us.

May we all take stock of the progress of our spiritual growth as we give faithfully to the Lord's
work, SOLIDIFY what God has been doing in our lives, and then PRAY that we'll be sensitive to
where he's leading us next.


